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The above chart of Burroughs Corporation from 1985 shows a top cycle of 66 days spinning out from a high of 66 1/8.

Also shown are very small top cycles at 66 hours from that first top. The lower half shows low cycles of 55 days being spun out from the low of 54 7/8.

Geometry book- demonstrating how the price itself spins out time period harmonics of that price. Here we see 66 hours and days for highs and 55 days for lows and a big breakdown gap when both come together.
Geo book- showing hand drawn hourly charts with Fibonacci hour expansions to pinpoint turns.
Geo book - basic trading off of angles and rules for construction

1. Angles are types of moving averages and tell you much more about sentiment and market power than any oscillator or percentage bands.

2. They evenly divide time and price with space movements - thus you can forecast future price levels at time periods commensurate with the slope of the impulse angle.

3. When you break an angle you will always drop to the next angle down or go sideways until it catches up with you.
Geo book shows how to spot "Mirror Image Foldback" patterns.
"The Geometry of Stock Market Profits A Guide To Professional Trading For a Living" was my first book and covers the whole range of techniques and psychology that the professional trader needs. The book covers many basic as well as very advanced technical techniques as well as giving a great many common sense trading rules that will make you real money. This is a classic but I urge you to read this in conjunction with the "Chart Reading" book which takes these first principles and greatly elaborates on them. This first Geometry book so impressed one very successful Wall Street trader that he purchased 50 copies and insisted that every trader who worked with him read the book.